Cardano Wallet & Liquidity Engine


Industry

Cardano is set to become the
largest layer-1 network

by TVL in the near future



Hundreds (or thousands) of new
tokens issued directly on Cardano
will need an easy yet safe way to
purchase, sell, store, transfer, and
analyze.

Likewise, many of the emerging DeFi protocols
will benefit from an easy way of growing their
user base; and gaining access to products as
yield farming, liquidity mining and other ways to
reward participation in the protocol.

As an extension of these features, it is
essential to non-tech savvy users to be
able to seamlessly optimize their
risk/reward profile in the realm of
obscure DeFi protocols.


CardWallet is the solution to all of the above

CardWallet is your gateway to the universe
of Cardano Native Assets
A seamless UX that will
accommodate the tech
savviness of any retail
audience

Open-source core components


Community-centric tokenomics


Access to simple analytics
across a variety of assets and
DeFi protocols


Direct fiat on/off ramps,
integration with:

Non-custodial setup of the wallet
assures that ownership of your
coins, as well as your privacy, are
non-interrupted and never to be
compromised.


Support of Cardano,
Bitcoin, Ethereum
and BSC chains, and
direct integrations
with yield farms,
DEXs and other yield
generating DeFi
protocols across
Cardano, Ethereum
and BSC.

Multi-chain and integrated
Built-in, easy-to-use decentralized exchange with fixed rates!


Automatically calculated, dynamic fee-setting
An integrated order routing software

mechanisms to make the user experience as

enabling instant swap of Cardano, ERC-20

smooth and pleasant as possible (tailored fee

tokens, Bitcoin and many other assets with

setting available as well).


minimum slippage and fees.

Standard ERC-20 as well as
non-fungible (e.g ERC-721)
token storage available.


Over 1,200 tokens available
for storing/swapping within
CardWallet.

Don’t trust, verify
Protection through public auditability: Transparency and
decentralization are the key concepts of blockchain technology.

By having our code open for our community to check, we aim to
demonstrate our commitment to improve based on suggestions
and recommendations from our users.




Open source design of the core components




No threat from pre-generated seeds or imported seed storing




No need for third-party audits

Community-centric tokenomics
We have created an engagement metric, where
60% is assigned to systemic performance (that is,
how the community is engaged as a whole), and
40% to idiosyncratic (personal) engagement.

60%

Personal engagement is defined through a series of variables, including:

Quantitative token
engagement:
volume traded,
staking, etc.

Qualitative community engagement: reading, debates,
voting, testing, competitions, verified status for those
who promote community-useful
strategies/educational info/formal actionable
project improvements, etc).

40%

Referrals.

Rewards
According to the overall score, community members will be rewarded by some or
all of the subsequent benefits:













Access to
special
features

Rebates

Rewards

Governance

Yield
optimization

Singular and
discretionary
bonuses


Tokenomics
Stakers get access to
card issuance

Stakers get access to an
Order Routing DeFi engine



Stakers get access to
ADA cashbacks

Stakers get access to
yield optimization


Large Stakers get access
to zero fee swap engine








Community participation is
reward distribution




Stakers get to vote for system
parameters and listings

25% of net revenue is used to
buy-back and burn CW token from
the open market

Tokenomics
Stage I

Centralized order routing - stakers get access to swap engine with 0 fees

Get tokens at the end of each month equivalent to the network and

25% of net revenue is allocated
towards the burning of tokens
following an open market purchase;

execution venue fees paid;

Stage II

Cardano SPO integration

Rebates for stakers - a variable % of the staking revenue is provided on

At the end of every month, the

The aforementioned projects’ tokens are provided as

top of native ADA staking rewards but in the form of tokens which are

community votes for the best

a stake-weighted reward pool for delegates of the

integrated into CardWallet as a result of community vote;

Staking Pool Operator (SPO).

winning SPO staking through CardWallet facilities;


Decentralized Order Routing

A small liquidity mining reward pool is set monthly to reward traders on a pro-rata volume-weighted basis; 


The rewards are CW denominated;

Described tokenomics is preliminary planned and might change due to market developments and community voting.

Stage III
Yield optimization - trustless staking across synthetics, lending protocols and, potentially, AMM facilities.

The goal is to automate yield farming across a wide range of platforms thereby diversifying away the idiosyncratic
protocol risk.


Rewarding the community participation:

DAO: proposal voting
participation (the higher
the percentage of
participating tokens to
total public float, the
higher the rewards);

CWIP: submission of
CardWallet improvement
proposals (CWIPs), token
listings, as well as proposals
for partnerships and
integration of venues;

SMM: most active community
members, social statistics across all
social platforms;

Volume: trading volume + staking volume;

Stage IV
Stakers can access debit (prepaid) cards similar to https://crypto.com/

Stakers get ADA cashbacks

Described tokenomics is preliminary planned and might change due to market developments and community voting.

CardWallet Post MVP roadmap
09.08.2021

09.13.2021

09.20.2021

09.27.2021

10.04.2021

10.11.2021

10.18.2021

10.25.2021

11.01.2021

11.08.2021

11.15.2021

11.22.2021

11.29.2021

12.06.2021

Research
Web extension app
Web wallet and extension interface
Cardano blockchain integration
Newsfeed

Research

Web 3 connect

NFT Cardano support
Tokenomics stage 1
ADA staking design
ADA staking API

ADA staking UI development

ADA staking support

12.13.2021

Individual and
aggregated DEX
trading volume.

Market share and
Yield farming

Access to simple analytics
across a variety of assets
and DeFi protocols

Staking

NFT
marketplaces

Seamless UX
Standard-setting UX
One-click access to key functionality,
including:

$ 223,456.90
Wallets
1.2534232 BTC
Cardano

253.42 ADA
Ethereum

Receive

Purchase of Crypto with credit/debit card and ApplePay

Withdrawal to a card

Built-in exchange (Liquidity Engine)

Yield farming and other yield generating activities

Analytics


Multiple platforms supported

Direct fiat on/off ramps


Buy, sell, and swap cryptocurrencies
on a system that has:

Integration with debit
card issuers

Integration with
ApplePay

Non-custodial

As pillar of the
cryptocurrency space, our
non-custodial wallet setup
assures you retain full
ownership of your assets.
Your privacy is
non-interrupted and
never compromised..

Easy-access
enabled, such
as biometric
authentication
or pin.

The Founders
Victoria Vaughan
Co-Founder & COO

Victoria joined the blockchain space in 2013 and
was a CEO at Cointelegraph for several years,
bringing the company into top positions on the
market. 

She has also contibuted as an advisor to such
well-known brands as Bitcoin.com Exchange,
Scalable Solutions, and many others.

Tiago Serôdio
Co-Founder & CEO

Tiago is an industry veteran, having taken his first
steps into the blockchain industry in 2012.

He has contributed the success of many high
profile projects in several capacities, namely
Dash, Cardano, Occam.fi, HUMAN Protocol, and
now CardWallet.

